
If a Cesarean Section is Recommended During Labor 
  

First Ask: 

  

1)  Is this an emergency or do we have time to talk? 

  

In most cases, the provider will concede that it is no emergency.  (On the rare occasion where it 

is a true emergency, you will know because there will suddenly be dozens of people spilling into 

the room.) 
  

Assuming there is time to talk ask: 

  

2) Is there something wrong with the baby that you think she needs to be born 

immediately?       (heartbeat too slow?  Heartbeat too fast?)    If they say the heartbeat is non-

variable, the general interpretation is that baby is conserving energy – not in distress now, but 

might be later.  However, most non-variable babies are just asleep.  See if you can encourage 

baby to wake up.  Try changes of position, juice or honey if allowed, talk to baby. 
 

3) Is there something wrong with me (the mother) that you think the baby must be born 

immediately?       (Is the mother sick?  Fever way too high?  Blood pressure way too high? 

Bleeding too much?  Bad results on lab work?) 

  

If baby and mother are not sick ask: 

  

4) If the baby and I are not sick but the labor is slow, what if I "just say no” to this 

cesarean surgery?   What would happen next?  

  

5) What are the dangers to me and baby, of the labor continuing as long as baby and I 

are not sick? 

   

6) What are the odds of these dangers occurring? 

   

7) What are all the possible dangers to me and to the baby of cesarean surgery? 

   

8) What are the odds of these complications happening? 

  

 9) How soon do I need to decide?  Is there any real reason why I cannot wait an hour or 

two before deciding or discussing again? 

  

10) Are there alternative things I can try in the mean time?     
  

11) What are the risks and benefits of these and how do they compare to the risks and 

benefits of cesarean surgery? 

  

12) Can I have some private time to make my decision? 

      (you can insist on this but do be sure you have established that for the moment, mother 

and baby are fine. They almost always are...) 
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